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Shoe and clothing enterprises usually hold four fairs per year.Successful fair has
a great significance for enterprises. The final object of an efficient fair is let dealers
make orders efficiently, positively and scientificly to achieve the business objects of
the next year. However, due to lacking of technique support, it’s hard for a fair to
achieve its convinent and rapid object.
There are two styles of data acquisition for existing fairs,. First, input merely in
an individual computer. Usually, staffs have to record data by hand then input them
into an individual computer and collate. Because the connection and cooperation is
not available, the effiency of data acquisition is low. Second, filling product code and
other related informaiton in paper by handwriting.Then staffs are able to finish the
data acquisition through module of scan and identify. However, it’s hard to guarantee
exactitude of hand-writing and scanning rate. It’s not convenient to modify those data
either.
Therefore, with particularity analysing of the demand of a electronic fair(e-fair)
information management, combining requirements of e-fair, this paper endeavors to
implement a smart and humanized e-fair backend management system. Details are as
follows:
1. Aim to overcome some defects of existing fairs, an e-fair backend
management system is designed and implemented, which mainly implements
administration of products, orders, raw materials and so on. The high error rate, heavy
workload and other problems of traditional ways will be solved through this system in
order to achieve the enterprises’ objects: improving customer services, reducing
customer loss.
2. Three-layer based web structure under LINQ to SQL is used to achieve the
goal of high-cohesion, loose coupling in this system. As a result, this system
implements the administration of raw materials, products, orders, customers and so on.













this system. The key modules includes: Product Administration, Order Administration,
Raw Materials Administration, Synchronous Administration, Information of
Fair,Users Administration, Log On, Statistics and Analysis, which can provide
technique support to e-fair. In general, this system increases the efficiency, saves labor
and money.
This paper introduces the whole procedure of how to implement this system
under the concept of software engineering. The aspects include demand analysis,
frame design, module design, database design, and system implementation and
integration test.
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2. 本系统采用 Window XP +.Net Framework3.5 作为开发平台，使用 Visual
Studio 2008 和 SQL Server 2005 数据库进行开发，采用 LINQ to SQL 技术下的
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